Conservative Coalition:

It really is a pleasure to write you this evening, for not too often does one actually feel internally privileged
to be able to write a cover letter. Too often we are labored into scribing boring, aimless, self-examinations
for a company we know little about, who also could not care a lick about our humanity. Yet, once in a
while the sun peaks from behind its clouds and enlivens the spirit, and a cover letter is written.
This is Alexander Kirby, former assistant to Glenn Beck, head of research and non-linear producer for
TheBlaze, and now nature professional the last five years. As a young, southern man, conservation is not
the first issue many would prescribe as one of my concerns, yet they also did not expect me to have long
hair and be good at ice hockey. Moreover, as one who tends conservative, often I am mentally shoved
into a box of lonely disintegration within which most believe I pray a swift end to our earth through deep
intoxication. However, this is but a fantasy.
In reality I have spent the last five years growing my plant nursery with my father, planting trees, advising
customers on building home gardens, promoting organic growth, utilizing and spreading organic
fertilizers, getting customers away from dangerous chemicals, and redoing full landscapes which had been
damaged with pesticides and roundup. I have organic compost embedded in my nails and veins alike.
Through this I put myself through graduate school to obtain my MBA in Marketing with a 4.0 in just under
twelve months. Most recently, as the representative of the College of Charleston Graduate School, in
Charleston’s mayoral race I was able to create bonds across the political table with candidate Rene Orth
and begin to mesh ideas on local conservation issues here in the Low Country.
Since my undergraduate years I have thrived to do well in business that communities may also flourish
through that success. It is not that popular of an idea today since many are simply distracted by our social
input and making their ends meet, but it is both important nationally and most vital in our local
communities. With the Conservation Coalition I believe it is possible to build these foundations.
On more of the technical note, writing in particular, this has been one of my best skillsets since high school.
My undergraduate career in Political Science and History was only possible through good research and
writing skills, those of which were honed in one-on-ones with my professors and writing rich theses classes
meant more for graduate students. In graduate school I worked with the head of the communications
department on polishing even more of this skill. My ex-girlfriend also has my collection of poems written
for her, so perhaps we could get some of those back to study one day.
Thank you for your time. Soon, I would love to be able to chat more about why this would be a good fit,
whether it be in person, on the phone, or by video online.

-Alexander Kirby

